The news doesn’t stop, even in a global pandemic
How enhancing your workflow with unlimited stock media can boost your video production.

Where Storyblocks came in was to really enhance our storytelling, because it was another tool in my tool box and it would provide some elements. It was great for the pandemic and COVID.

Benjamin Bell
Photographer and Craft Editor of Detroit Local 4 News

As the Photographer and Craft Editor in the special projects division of the Detroit Local 4 News, Benjamin Bell is tasked with building content geared towards investigative, medical, and consumer reporting. His goal is to do more than simply translate a news report to video – it’s to educate and draw in the local community with engaging storytelling.

As the nation went into lockdown for more than a year with the COVID-19 pandemic, it became increasingly more important to continue sharing these impactful stories with the Detroit area.

Utilizing a new tool to continue storytelling

Historically, when creating promos and investigative reports, Benjamin was able to supplement content with archival video and in-house produced b-roll. But there were always little hiccups that required small band-aids; archival footage was often shot in the wrong resolution, needing filters to cover grainy visuals. But with quarantine forcing everyone into remote work, the option to shoot his own b-roll went out the door.

Storyblocks had been in Bell’s creative arsenal for a while, but wasn’t used to its full potential until the pandemic hit. Benjamin turned to the Storyblocks video library for b-roll “shots that [he] needed where [their] photographers couldn’t have access to at the time because everything was shut down.” By adding Storyblocks into his creative workflow, they were able to continue connecting with their Detroit Local 4 News audience without missing a beat.

An enhanced way to create

The creative process for Benjamin at Local 4 News has been forever enhanced by including Storyblocks in their workflow.

Between discovering that our high-quality video clips and templates elevated their storytelling and recognizing the shift to more remote work, utilizing our stock content has been solidified with Benjamin.

“As Storyblocks adds more and more production, it’s giving more content to work with. I’ve always got Storyblocks pulled up on my second monitor,” Benjamin says of his content creation.

“Honestly, if I didn’t have Storyblocks this past year, I would’ve been in a lot of trouble.”

Benjamin Bell
Photographer and Craft Editor of Detroit Local 4 News

Enhance your workflow and connect with your audience with engaging content from Storyblocks.

Chat with our sales team today to learn how Storyblocks can support your work and help you stand out from the crowd.